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1 IntrodutionSee [Gr�un67℄ for terms used here for polyhedra (a polyhedron means belowa onlyonvex 3-polytope). It is well-known that the p-vetor of any 4-valent polyhedronsatis�es to p3 = 8+Pi=5(i� 4)pi. Some examples of appliations of plane 4-valentgraphs are projetions of links, retilinear embedding in VLSI and Gauss rossingproblem for plane graphs.Call otahedrite and denote by on any 4-valent polyhedron with n verties,whose faes are 3- and 4-gons only. We use this term beause the otahedron is theminimal polyhedron of the family. The Euler relation n� 2n+(p3+ p4) = 2 impliesthat for otahedrites holds p3 = 8 and n = p4+6. It is given in [Gr�un67℄, page 282,that an on exists if and only if n � 6, n 6= 7. The family of otahedrites is uniquease of k-valent, k > 3, polyhedra with only a- and b-gonal faes, for whih pa is�xed for given (k; b). For 3-valent polyhedra, there are three suh ases, all withb = 6 and (a; pa) = (5; 12); (4; 6); (3; 4); the �rst of them is well-known in OrganiChemistry family of fullerenes.The otahedrites on with n � 9 are: the otahedron o6, the 4-antiprism o8 =APrism4 and the o9, smallest onvex 4-valent onvex polyhedron with odd numberof verties. The number of otahedrites on for all n � 50 (18972 altogether) isomputed in [Heid98℄. All 46 on with n � 17 are given on Figures 3, 8, 10 below.There are 25, 13, 30, 23, 51, 33, 76, 51, 109, 78, 144, 106, 218, 150, 274, 212, 382,279, 499, 366, 650, 493, 815 of them for n = 18; :::; 40, respetively. All known spaegroups of symmetry of otahedrites are: Oh, O, D4d, D4h, D4, D3d, D3h, D3, D2d,D2h, D2, C2h, Ci, C2v, C2, Cs, C1. They appear starting from n = 6; 30; 8, 10; 18,12; 9, 18; 14, 22; 10, 26, � 46, 11; 12, 14; 16, respetively.The dual of 4-valent polyhedra are exatly the ase d=3 of ubial d-polytopes,i.e. onvex d-polytopes, having, as faets, only ombinatorial (d � 1)-ubes. Inpartiular, dual otahedrites are exatly almost simple (i.e. having only d and d+1as vertex-degrees) ubial d-polytopes with d = 3. Amongst almost simple ubiald-polytopes there are liftable ones (i.e. with the boundary omplex being a sub-omplex of the boundary omplex of (d + 1)-ube) and m-pillars of d-ubes, i.e.those having the 1-skeleton Kd�12 � Pm (the diret produt of the (d� 1)-ube andof the path with m edges, m � 1). [BlBl98℄ proves that all almost simple ubialn-vertex d-polytopes with d � 4 are:(i) if n � 2d+1: bd24  + d+ 1 ombinatorial types of liftable d-polytopes, and(ii) m-pillars of d-ubes, otherwise.It is not diÆult to see that all almost simple ubial 2-dimensional omplexesare given by �ve liftable ones with at most 8 verties (m-pillars P1 � Pm of squareswith m = 1; 2; 3 and the ube with deleted vertex or edge) and the m-pillars ofsquares P1 � Pm with m � 4, otherwise. But for the remaining ase d = 3, besidesof the liftable 3-polytopes (dual Nrs. 6-1, 10-1, 12-1, 12-2, 14-1, 14-2 from Figures8, 10 below) and m-pillars of ubes, there is rih variety of other dual otahedrites,whih are the objet of present study. A similar example of exeptionality of the3-dimensional ase is provided by perfet matroid-designs of rank d + 1 with lines2



and planes of size 3, 9 (see [DeSa90℄): for d � 4 this variety onsists only of trun-ations of the aÆne geometry AG(3; m), while for d = 3 it orresponds to the �niteommutative Moufang loops.2 Central iruits partitionIn this Setion we onsider a onneted plane graph G with all verties of evendegree, i.e. an Eulerian graph. Clearly, suh graph has no ut-edges and we an,without loss of generality, suppose the absene of ut-verties. Call a iruit in Gentral if it is obtained by starting with an edge and ontinuing at eah vertex bythe edge opposite the entering one; suh iruit is alled also traverse ([GaKe94℄),straight ahead ([Harb97℄), straight-ahead ([PTZ96℄), straight Eulerian (Chapter 17of [GoRo01℄), ut-through ([Jeo95℄), interseting et. Clearly, the edge-set of G ispartitioned by all its entral iruits; all this edge-partition CC-partition.Denote by CC(G) := (:::; a�ii ; :::; :::; b�jj ; :::) its CC-vetor, where :::; ai; ::: and:::; bj; ::: are inreasing sequenes of lengths of all its entral iruits, simple ones andself-interseting, respetively, and �i; �j are their respetive multipliities. Clearly,Pi ai�i +Pj bj�j = 2n, where n is the number of verties of G; let r(= r(G)) :=Pi �i +Pj �j. Eah of ai; bj is even if r � 2, beause any two di�erent iruitsinterset in even number of verties, and trivially if r = 1.For a entral iruit C, denote by Int(C) := (0; :::; kk ; :::), the intersetionvetor of C, where 0 is the number of self-intersetions of the iruit C and (:::; k; :::)is dereasing sequene of sizes of its intersetion with other r� 1 iruits, while thenumbers k are respetive multipliities.As an example of above notation, onsider Nr. 18-1 of Figure 3 below. TheCC-vetor of this 18-vertex otahedrite o18 is (6; 82; 14) and the intersetion vetoris (0; 23), (0; 22; 4) and (2; 2; 42) for the iruits of length 6; 8 and 14, respetively.2.1 Intersetion of entral iruitsThe following Theorem is a loal version (for \parts" of the sphere) of the Eulertype equality p3 = 8 +Pi=5(i� 4)pi for p-vetor of any 4-valent polyhedron P .Let A be a path of P bounded by t ars (paths of edges) belonging to entraliruits (di�erent or oiniding). So, A an be seen as a t-gon; we admit also 0-gonal A, i.e. just the interior of a simple entral iruit. Suppose that the pathA is regular, i.e. the ontinuation of any of bounding ar (on the entral iruit towhih it belongs) lies outside of the path; in other words, the path ontains, aroundeah its vertex, only one (not three) amongst four angles, obtained when two entraliruits interset in this vertex. Let p0(A) := p03; ::: be the p-vetor enumerating thefaes of the path A.Theorem 1 Let A be a path, desribed above, of a polyhedron P . Then we havep03 = (4� t) +Pi=5(i� 4)p0i. 3



In fat, denote the t-gonal boundary of A by C. Let us add along C and fromeah side of it, a ring of 4-gons of small width �. Let us introdue on so modi�edpolyhedron a metri, suh that all faes beame regular Eulidean polygons. Weobtain a ell omplex of an abstrat polyhedron, whih is homeomorph to the dis.The urvature of any vertex on C is zero, sine it is now surrounded by squares. So,we an apply to the geodesi t-gon, bounded by C the following disrete analog (see[Alex50℄) of Gauss-Bonnet's formulaP1�i�t �i + (t� 2)� =Pj !j,where �i are angles of above t-gon (eah of them is �2 by onstrution) and all!j are urvatures in all verties of P , whih are interior with respet to our t-gon.Eah !j is 2� minus the sum of four angles around the vertex; so an angle (say, �)ontributes �2 � � to the urvature at the vertex. Therefore, an angle of a regulark-gon ontributes �6 , 0 or a negative value for k = 3, 4 or k � 5, respetively. Let usount the urvaturePj !j not by verties j, but by regular k-gons in area, boundedby C. The angles of any suh k-gon, k � 3, ontributeP1�i�k(�2 � i) = k�2 �P1�i�k i = k�2 � (k � 2)� = 4�k2 �,where i are angles of our k-gon.So, 4�t2 � =Pk�3 4�k2 �p0k and Theorem 1 is proved.For otahedrites we have 0 � t � 4 and Theorem 1 implies p03 = 4� t.We gave a metri proof of Theorem 1, but it an be proved ombinatorially andeven in more general form, with 1- and 2-gons permitted:Xi=1 (4� i)p0i = 4� t.In fat, the path A an be seen as a polyhedron with v = v2 + v3 + v4 verties,e edges and f = 1 +Pi=1 p0i faes, ounting also the exterior fae. Here vi is thenumber of i-valent verties and v2 = t, v3 is the number of remaining boundaryverties of the path A, v4 is the number of interior verties of A. Clearly,2e = 2v2 + 3v3 + 4v4 = 1(v2 + v3) +Pi=1 ip0i. Using Euler formula, one has8 = 4(v�e+f) = (4v�2e)+(4f�2e) = (2v2+v3)+(4+Pi=1(4�i)p0i�(v2+v3)),i.e. desired equality 4 � t(= 4 � v2) = Pi=1(4 � i)p0i. See on the left-hand side ofFigure below an example of regular path A with (v2; v3; v4) = (5; 8; 3); on theright-hand side is given an irregular path.
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Figure 1: Otahedrites P7 and P8Theorem 2 Let C1; C2 be any two entral iruits of an otahedrite. Then they aredisjoint if and only if they are simple and there exist a ring of 4-gons separatingthem.In fat, if both C1; C2 are simple iruits, Theorem is evident: there are fourtriangles inside eah of two disjoint iruits and so, twoiruits are separated by 4-gons only. Suppose that C1 is self-interseting. Thenit has at least three regular pathes and eah of them ontains at most three triangles.(For example, the form \eight", whih is the seond one on Figure 2 below, hastwo 1-gonal and one 2-gonal regular pathes, ontaining, respetively, 3, 3 and 2triangles.) The iruit C2, being disjoint with C1, lies entirely inside one of thosepathes, say, A. So, all its triangles, exept, possibly, those from its exterior path,lie in A. But the number of those triangles is at least four, sine the exterior pathontains at most four triangles. It ontradits to the fat that A ontains at mostthree triangles. So, C2 intersets with C1 and Theorem 2 is proved.Claim 1 For any t � 1 there exist an otahedrite Pt with n = 8t�2 verties, havingtwo simple entral iruits of length 4t eah and exatly 2t ommon verties. Theotahedrites P1; P2 are Nos. 6, 14-1. The triangles of Pt; t > 1, are organized intofour isolated pairs of adjaent ones.If t is even, then remaining entral iruits are C3; C4, having Int(C3) =Int(C4) = ( t2 � 1; t3).If t is odd, then only one entral iruit C3 remains; it has Int(C) = (2t �2; (2t)2).In fat, Claim 1 an be veri�ed by inspetion of Figure 1.Any APrismkm (de�ned in Setion 5 below) with gd(m,k+2)=2 has two entraliruits of length m(k+1) with mk4 self-intersetions eah and interseting in m(k+2)2verties. In partiular, two entral 20-iruits of APrism44 = o20 interset in 12verties, i.e. in 35 of all of them. Two entral 18-iruits of APrism26 interset in 12,i.e. in 23 of all verties.2.2 Central iruits: self-intersetionsFix a entral iruit C in given otahedrite. Denote by k(C) the number of vertiesof self-intersetion of C. Call C simple if k = 0, i.e. if C is a yle. Then C an be5



seen as a Jordan urve, i.e. a plane urve, whih is topologially equivalent to theunit irle. Call a simple entral iruit equatorial if its interior is isomorphi to itsexterior.All plane urves with at most three self-intersetions and without k-gons havingk � 5, are listed in Figure 2 and denoted, by G0, G1, G2, G02, G3;1, G3;2, respetively;f. Figure 3.36 of [Gr�un72℄. The pitures G2, G02 are di�erent realizations on thesphere S2 of the same graph. The number of other (on the plane, but not onthe sphere) realizations is one for G1, G2, G3;1 and two for G02, G3;2. In fat, thelargest entral iruits of Nos. 18-1 and 13-1 on Figure 3 orrespond to suh otherplane realizations for G02 and G3;1, respetively. Figure 3 gives otahedrites on,ontaining, respetively, entral yles of six forms listed on Figure 2, and havingminimal number n of verties.

Figure 2: The urves with at most 3 self-intersetions and without k-gons havingk � 5: G0, G1, G2, G02, G3;1, G3;2
Nr.6-1 (43)Group: Oh Nr.11-1 (62; 10)Group: C2v Nr.16-1 (82; 16)Group: C2 Nr.18-1(6; 82; 14)Group: C2v
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Nr.13-1 (62; 14)Group: C2v Nr.69-1 (30; 542)Group: C2vFigure 3: Minimal otahedrites, ontaining entral yles with at most 3self-intersetions (of form G0, G1, G2, G02, G3;1, G3;2, respetively)2.3 Equilinked otahedritesCall an Eulerian graph G balaned, if all its entral iruits of same length have thesame intersetion vetor. Any on with n � 21 is balaned, but Nr. 22-2 is not.Call equilinked any balaned graph, suh that deletion of any of its entral iruitsprodues the same graph on the sphere. (For example, two entral iruits of equi-linked Nr. 14-3 are di�erent as plane graph.) It will be interesting to haraterizeall irreduible (see the de�nition in the next Setion) equilinked otahedrites. Theygeneralize the ase, when there is only one entral iruit, i.e. Gaussian otahedrites.Call an Eulerian graph G Gaussian if its CC-vetor onsists of only one iruit.Clearly, this unique entral iruit is an Eulerian trail (i.e. it ontains eah edgeexatly one), whih self-intersets one in every vertex. It is well-known that anyonneted 4-regular graph admits an Eulerian trail but, in general, it is not entral.For any n � 8, exept of 10 and 11, there exists a Gaussian otahedrite on. Thenumber of all Gaussian on is 18 (see Figures 3, 8, 10) for n � 17 and 6; 6; 13; 7 forn = 18; 19; 20; 21, respetively. It will be interesting to estimate the magnitude ofthe part of Gaussian on amongst all on (or all irreduible on), when n inrease.Examples of non-Gaussian equilinked irreduible otahedrites are �ve ones (Nos.6-1, 12-1, 12-2, 20-1, 30-1) from Figure 8, six with 2 entral iruits and at most20 verties (Nos. 14-3, 18-8, 18-9, 20-2, 20-3), all irreduible otahedrites withsymmetry O or Oh (see last Setion). For irreduible on(O), the group O atstransitively on the entral iruits (it ats regularly on 24 edges of 8 triangles); so,they are ongruent. On the other hand, there are equilinked irreduible otahedrites(for example, Nr. 20-3) with trivial group.Any APrismkm (see Setion 5) is equilinked irreduible graph, having gd(m; k+2) entral iruits; it is an otahedrite o3(k+1)(D3d) if m = 3, or o4(k+1) (of sym-metry D4h or D4d for k even or odd, respetively) if m = 4; see Nr. 15-1=APrism43and Nr. 20-2=APrism44. Again the group is transitive on entral iruits.
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2.4 Pure otahedritesWe will say that an Eulerian graph G is pure if any of its entral iruits simple, i.e.has no self-intersetions. Easy to hek that any pure otahedrite on has an evennumber n of verties.An interesting example of suh 4-valent plane graphs of polyhedra are those(with r entral iruits, all simple ones), that the skeleton of the dual polyhedronis a spanning subgraph of the r-ube; suh polyhedron orresponds to a lass ofsimple Venn r-diagrams (see [Rus97℄ for a good survey). The only suh lasses forr � 4 are given by the otahedrites Nos. 6 and 14-1. No other otahedrite havethis property, but (see Theorem 8.1 in [CHP96℄) for any r � 5 there exist a 4-valentpolyhedron with only 3-, 4- and 5-gonal faes, orresponding to a lass of simpleVenn r-diagrams.Gr�unbaum onsidered in [Gr�un72℄ arrangements of simple urves, i.e. those thatevery two of them meet in preisely two points. Nos. 6-1, 12-1 (and 12-2), 20-1,30-1 (all from Figure 8) give suh arrangements for 3, 4, 5, 6 urves, respetively.The non-existene of other otahedrites, suh that their entral iruits form anarrangements of simple urves, is a orollary of Theorem 6 below.Some examples of arrangements of r simple urves with other fae-vetor p, are:(i) projetions of the links 221 and 631 with, respetively, r = 2, p = (p2 = 4) andr = 3, (p2 = 3; p3 = 2; p4 = 3);(ii) for any r � 3, the Conway graph ((r � 1) � r)�=APrismr�2r (onsidered inSetion 5.2 below) with p = (p3 = 2r; p4 = r(r � 3); pr = 2);(iii) medial graph (see de�nition in the next subsetion) of fullerenes F20(Ih),F28(Td), F48(D3), F60(Ih), F60(D3), F88(T ), F88(D2h), F140(I) with, respetively,r = 6; 7; 9,10; 10; 12; 12; 15 and p = (p3 = 20 + 2p6; p5 = 12; p6) having p6 =0; 4; 14; 20; 20; 34; 34; 60. Here Fn(G) denotes n-vertex fullerene (i.e. any simple3-polytope with only 5- and 6-gonal faes) having G as the group of symmetry.2.5 Medial graphs: 32-inationFor a plane graph G, denote by G� its planar dual and med-G denotes its medialgraph, i.e. the verties of med-G are the edges of G, two of them being adjaent ifthe orresponding edges are adjaent and belong to the same fae of the embeddingof G in the plane. So, med-G=med-G�. (If only adjaeny of edges is required, weget the line graph of G.) Clearly, the med-G is a 4-valent plane graph and, for anyon, its medial med-on is an o2n with all eight triangles being isolated. One anall med-G 32-ination of G, sine (in terms of t-ination graph Gt, onsidered inthe next Setion), we have G1 = G and G2 =med-(med-G)). An example: Nos.12-1, 12-2 (see Figure 8 below) are the medials for the projetion of links 632 (theotahedron) and 631, respetively.Given a polyhedron P , denote by P � the polyhedron dual to it and by med-P theonvex hull of the mid-points of all edges of a polyhedron P , i.e. it is the mid-edgetrunation of P . Clearly, med-P=med-P � and its skeleton is the medial graph of the8



skeletons of P and P �. Sine we are interested mainly in the skeletons of onsideredpolyhedra, we will usually onfound polyhedra with their graphs.Any 4-valent onneted planar graph H is med-G1=med-G2 for following planardual graphs G1; G2, alled fae graphs of H. A 4-regular graph H partitions theplane into regions whih an be 2-olored as on hekerboard. Take the regions ofeah olor as verties of graphs G1; G2, respetively, two of verties being adjaentif the regions have a ommon vertex of H. The onnetion between graphs H andG1; G2 was explored in [Kot69℄. In partiular, the Petri walks (i.e. iruits, in whiheah edge is followed by edges going alternatively in the left and right diretion) inG1; G2 orrespond to the entral iruits of H.In Tables 1 and 3 of [DHL02℄ were given CC- and intersetion vetors for themedials of semiregular polyhedra and of some fullerenes, respetively. In the lastline of Table 1 there, should be \m � 1; 2 (mod 3)" instead of \m 6= 3". Table 3there gives (amongst examples with 56, 60, 84 and 88 verties) a pair of 60-vertexfullerenes, having exatly 10 Petri walks being eah simple and of length 18; itanswer the question (on page 296 [Gr�un67℄) if the p-vetor together with the vetor,listing types and lengths of Petri walks, determine the ombinatorial type of a simple3-polytope.3 Cutting of otahedritesCutting of otahedrites is the main operation, onsidered in this paper. First, wewill introdue assoiated notions; they are valid, in fat, for any 4-valent plane graphG. Informally, a utting (of a zone) onsists of drawing a losed plane urve C, goingtransversally through some edges of G (the losed sequene of adjaent faes of G,traversed onseutively by C, will be alled a zone), so that C have at most doubleself-intersetions and none of those lie on an edge of G. So, we obtain again a 4-valent plane graph, in whih C is new entral iruit. More exatly, a zone of Gis the image of a simple ring of polygons on the plane, under a ontinuous loally-topologi ell-mapping f into the ell-omplex (verties, edges and faes) of G. Theimage (under the mapping f) of the middle setion of the ring orresponds, if it isin general position (i.e. if it self-intersets and intersets some edges of G only inisolated points) to the utting urve C. If this image is not in general position, wedo small movements of the setion of the ring, so that the image omes in generalposition.The ase when C has no self-intersetions orresponds to the ase when theell-mapping f of the interior of the ring is an isomorphism. Call a zone simple,if it has no self-intersetions. Call a zone opposite, if any polygon in it is adjaentto its neighbors on opposite sides. Call an opposite zone alternating, if the hoiebetween left-opposite and right-opposite edges is done alternatively for every odd-gon; learly, an alternating zone ontains at most 2e faes, where e is the number ofedges of G.We are interested only in good uttings of the plane graph G, i.e. those, whihnot hange the p-vetor of G; all orresponding zone good also. Clearly, in a good9



utting every m-gon with m � 4 is adjaent to its neighbors on its non-adjaentedges. For otahedrite graph G it means that its utting produes again an o-tahedrite only if every 4-gon in the zone is adjaent to its neighbors on oppositeedges. But this neessary ondition is not suÆient: for example, the utting of analternating zone of Nr. 12-2, visiting three times two opposite triangles and twieevery 4-gon, produes a 6-gon on one of those triangles. The �rst Figure in Setion4 indiates other neessary, but still not suÆient, onditions in order to get goodutting of an otahedrite.A good utting hanges the CC-partition of G only in the following way: newentral iruit C is added and the length of any other entral iruit inreases byone for any intersetion with C. The length of the new entral iruit an beunlimited (for example, ifG is the otahedron). On the other hand, ifG is irreduibleotahedrite with six entral iruits (see Setion 3.3. below), then the length of C isequal to the length of a entral iruit of G, whih is separated from C by appearingrail-road (see below).In fat, for a �xed entral iruit C, we de�ne its shores as two iruits of faes,lying on the left and on the right of C. Clearly, eah shore is a good zone; all suhzones shore-zones.Call rail-zone or rail-road any zone, whih onsists only of 4-gons; learly, eahrail-zone is a ommon shore-zone of two parallel entral iruits, separated only byit. A rail-road an be seen as a entral iruit in the dual otahedrite, avoiding theverties of degree 3. On the other hand, all eight 4-gons of dual Nr. 8-1 provideexample of a rail-road, whih self-intersets in every its 4-gon,The inverse operation to a utting is a deleting of the entral iruit C. Itprodues a 4-valent polyhedron P 0 having only k-gonal faes with k � 4 (but asesk = 2; 1; 0 are possible); two shore-zones of C ollapse into a zone, whih was utby C.In a speial ase, when Z is a shore-zone, we use, for the utting of a zone Z,speial term ination (or, elongation) along C. In this ase new entral iruit V isseparated from C by new rail-zone, whih is the ommon shore of C and V . Theinverse operation is a deletion of a rail-zone, i.e. of two (parallel neighboring) entraliruits; it always produes an otahedrite.For example, Nr. 22-2 is the ination of Nr. 14-1 along a entral 8-yle. Nr. 16-2=med-APrism4 is the utting of the zone of eight triangles for Nr. 8-1=APrism4and Nr. 18-1 is a utting of a zone of 14 triangles (having the form G02, see Figures2, 3) of Nr. 6-1. Figure 8 lists the uttings of all simple zones of Nr. 6-1, whih arenot ination.3.1 t-inationCall t-ination along C the result of t � 1 times repeated above operation. Callt-ination of given otahedrite, the result of t-ination done simultaneously alongeah of its entral iruits.For example, denote by BPyrt4 t-ination of the otahedron, i.e. of the bipyra-mid BPyr4, along �xed entral 4-yle. Its CC-vetor is ((4t); (2t + 2)2) with or-10



responding intersetion vetors (0; 22; 0t�1) and (0; 2t+1). Its symmetry is D4h fort > 1. Other example is an ot2+8t+2, whih is t-ination of Nr. 11 along the en-tral 10-iruit. Its CC-vetor is ((4t+2)2; (2t+8)t) with orresponding intersetionvetors (0; 2; 4t) and (1; 42; 2t). Its symmetry is C2v.In general, for any 4-valent plane graph G denote by Gt its t-ination, i.e. theplane graph obtained from G by putting instead of eah its entral iruit, t parallelopies of it equispaed with \small enough" distane between any two neighboringopies. Remark that G2=med-(med-P), in terms of medial graphs.Claim 2 Let C be a entral iruit of G with CC(G) = (:::; a�ii ; :::; :::; b�jj ; :::),and let Int(C) = (0; 11 ; :::; rr ). Let C 0 be one of t parallel opies, whih areput instead of the iruit C in Gt. Then CC(Gt) = (:::; tat�ii ; :::; :::; tbt�jj ; :::),Int(C 0) = (0; t11 ; :::; trr ; (20)t�1).The 2-ination of a Gaussian oi (for i = 8; 9 or i � 12) is an o4i with CC-vetor((4i)2) and both intersetion vetors being (i; 2i). But there are also equilinkedotahedrites on (onsisting of two opies of the same entral iruit with i self-intersetions) whih are not 2-ination of a Gaussian otahedrite. They not existfor i = 0; 1; 2, but exist for i � 3. The smallest suh n for i = 3; 4 is 14; 18,respetively (realized by Nos. 14-3, 18-8, 18-9). Returning to the ase i = 1: thereexists plane 4-valent graph (with p-vetor (p2 = 2; p3 = 4; p4 = 2)), onsisting oftwo entral yles of form G1 from Figure 2 (i.e. of form \eight"); it is, in termsof Setion 4.1 below, an generalized otahedrite R6;6. The otahedrite Nr. 15-1onsists of three entral yles of form G1.3.2 Regular-faed and fae-regular otahedritesIn this subsetion we present two interesting speial lasses of otahedrites, whihwere lassi�ed by diret omputation. They are desribed using the notions ofination and utting. Here we artiulate by bold letters the semi-regular (i.e. vertex-transitive) otahedrites, when they appear.There are eleven regular-faed otahedrites, i.e. admitting regular polygons asthe faes. They are Nr. 8-1 (the 4-antiprism), �ve with an equatorial entralyle - Nos. 6-1 (the otahedron), 12-1 (the ubotahedron), 12-2 (twisted12-1), 16-3, 16-2 (twisted 16-3) - and their respetive ination: Nos. 10-1, 18-3, 18-2, 24-1 (the rhombiubotahedron), \14th Arhimedean solid" 24-2. All abovetwists and ination are around of an equatorial entral yle. Also Nos. 12-1, 16-2,18-2 and 24-1 are the medials of Nos. 6-1, 8-1, 9-1 and 12-1, respetively.Call an otahedrite fae-regular if there exists a pair of natural numbers (t3; t4),suh that any 3-gon is adjaent to exatly t3 3-gons and any 4-gon is adjaent toexatly t4 4-gons. There are nine fae-regular otahedrites (see [DHL02℄ for details):four regular-faed ones (Nos. 6-1, 8-1, 12-1, 10-1) and Nos. 14-1, 14-2, 14-3, 22-2,30-1. All, but Nos. 8-1 and 14-3, are pure and an be obtained by uttings of simplezones of the otahedron; amongst them Nos. 6-1, 12-1, 14-1, 30-1 are irreduible.11



3.3 Irreduible otahedritesCall an otahedrite irreduible, if it annot be obtained from another one by anination along a entral iruit, i.e. if it has no a rail-road.Call an irreduible otahedritemaximal irreduible, if it annot be obtained fromanother one by a utting of a zone; learly, an otahedrite is maximal irreduible ifand only if any of its good zones is a shore-zone (and so, their number is twie ofthe number of entral iruits).Theorem 3 Any irreduible otahedrite has at most six entral iruits.In fat, it is lear that any triangle is adjaent to at most three entral iruits;so, altogether no more than 24 entral iruits are adjaent to a triangle. Now, anyentral iruit is adjaent to a triangle, sine otherwise it is disjoint with neighboringentral iruit (they separated by a rail-road of 4-gons), i.e. the otahedrite isreduible. Moreover, any entral iruit is adjaent to at least one triangle on eahside, by the same argument. Let xi denote the number of entral iruits of typei, i.e. those, on whih exatly i edges belong to a triangle; an edge, belonging totriangles from both sides, is ounted twie. So, we haveX2�i�24 ixi = 24and, in speial ase x2 = x3 = 0 (inluding pure irreduible otahedrites), we aredone. Above equality implies xi � 6 for i = 4; xi � 4 for i = 5; 6; xi � 3 for i = 7; 8;xi � 2 for 9 � i � 12; xi � 1 for 13 � i � 24. We have x8 = 3 for the otahedron,x6 = 4 for the ubotahedron and x4 = 6 for Nos. 30-1, 32-1.Lemma 1 Any irreduible otahedrite satis�es to 6x2 + 5x3 � 24.In fat, all a triangle (denote it T ) lonely, if it is adjaent to a entral iruit(denote it C), but no other triangle is adjaent to the same iruit C from the sameside. Denote f(C) the entral iruit, ontaining two sides of our lonely triangleT , whih does not belong to C. Clearly, f(C) self-intersets in the vertex of thetriangle T , whih does not belong to C. The side of T , whih belongs to C, is a sideof the sequene (possibly, empty) of adjaent 4-gons, whih is onluded by a 3-gon(denote it T 0). So f(C) has at least two self-intersetions and at least four edgesbelonging to the triangles T and T 0, all four from the side of T . At least one edgeof f(C) belongs to a triangle from other side; so f(C) is of type i with i � 5. AlsoC is unique entral iruit, whih is adjaent to T , but not any other triangle fromthe same side. It implies that we an:(i) assoiate to any entral iruit of type 2 the six edges of two adjaent lonelytriangles,(ii) assoiate to any entral iruit of type 3 the following �ve edges: threeedges of unique adjaent lonely triangle and edges of adjaeny with remaining twoadjaent triangles, 12



(iii) observe that no edge an be assoiated by this way to two di�erent entraliruits of type 2 or 3.Lemma is proved. This Lemma implies the bound x2; x3 � 4.See on Figure 4 two examples with large x2; x3:(a) an irreduible o66(D3), having three simple entral iruits, any of whih isadjaent to two lonely triangles, and three twie self-interseting entral iruits oftype 6 eah; so all non-zero xi are x2 = x6 = 3;(b) an irreduible o44(D2d), having �ve simple entral iruits, four of whih areadjaent to one lonely triangle, and one (four times) self-interseting entral iruitof type 8; so all non-zero xi are x3 = 4 and x4 = x8 = 1.There exists also an irreduible o64(D4h), having four simple entral iruits(of length 14), any of whih is adjaent to two lonely triangles, and two 4 timesself-interseting entral iruits (of length 36) of type 8 eah; so all non-zero xi arex2 = 4, x8 = 2.
Figure 4: Irreduible otahedrites o66(D3) and o44(D2d) with CC-vetors(143; 303) and (125; 28)Returning to the proof of the Theorem 3, we extrat from the Lemma 1 the listof all possible pairs x2; x3. In eah ase, exept trivial one x2 = x3 = 0, there exists(see the proof of Lemma 1) at least one entral iruit of some type i, having i � 5.So we have 2x2 + 3x3 � 19 and easy sanning of the ases shows that the numberof entral iruits is at most seven. Simple, but tedious analysis of the ases permitredue this number to desired six. The main tool is to get, for eah ase, moreinformation (than simple \there exist at least one") about entral iruits of type iwith i � 5.3.4 ExtendibilityCall an irreduible otahedrite non-extendible, if it annot be obtained from anotherirreduible otahedrite by deleting a entral iruit.Theorem 3 above implies that any irreduible otahedrite with six entral iruitsis non-extendible. We onjeture that any irreduible otahedrite with r; r � 5;entral iruits is extendible and prove it partially in Theorem below.Theorem 4 Any otahedrite with unique entral iruit is extendible.
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In fat, �x a triangle in given Gaussian otahedrite G. Let us add, on a smallenough distane from its edges, an rail-road of 4-gons. If this rail-road goes, inside of�xed triangle, along of only one side, then take rail-road, whih goes along this side,but outside of the triangle. Then the new rail-road goes along two other sides insideof the triangle. So, without loss of generality, we an suppose that our rail-roadgoes, inside of the triangle, along two sides. So, new entral iruit has a vertexof self-intersetion inside of the triangle. Let us move from this vertex (say, A)traversing the rail-road, along new entral iruit.Consider the left-hand side of Figure below. We annot ome bak to the vertexA (during our �rst omebak to triangle) from 4, sine, otherwise, our otahedriteis not Gaussian. We annot ome to A from 3, sine we left by 1 to the left side. So,after leaving triangle to 1, we ome bak to A from 2, ontinue to 3 and return againto triangle from 4. Now let us ut out all the part of our walk from A (to 3) andbak (from 4) and observe the result of this surgery on the right-hand side of Figurebelow. We got new otahedrite, whih will be desired extension of G, if we showthat it has no rail-roads. There are two possibilities to have suh a rail-road: 1) if aentral iruit goes through our triangle in parallel with its lower side, utting thetrapezoid on the right-hand side of the Figure into two 4-gons, and 2) this trapezoidis not ut, but it is a part of some rail-road. An rail-road of type 1) is not possible,sine parallel sides of the trapezoid belong to the same entral iruit; the existeneof an rail-road of type 2) ontradits to the fat that the unique iruit of G and itsopy on the small distane have the same length. So, new otahedrite is irreduibleand an extension of G.KK �� ��K1 2 1 23 4Now from Gaussian otahedrites we turn attention to the opposite (in terms ofself-interseting) ase of pure ones.4 Classi�ation of pure otahedrites and 4-hedritesThe main result of this Setion is that any pure irreduible otahedrite is one ofeight given on Figure 8; so, any otahedrite without self-interseting entral iruitsan be obtained from one of those eight by some ination (adding rail-roads of 4-gons). Remark �rst, that �ve of them - Nos. 6-1, 12-1, 12-2, 20-1, 30-1 - haveany two distint entral iruits interseting exatly in two verties, while for theremaining three - Nos. 14-1, 22-1, 32-1 - our, in addition, exatly one intersetionin four verties. Moreover, all eight ome by some uttings from the otahedron. InFigure 9 they are mentioned, together with projetions (given in Figure 7) of �vewell-known links 011, 221, 421, 631, 836 and of some 4-link, denoted below by R16;14. Hereand below all links are given in Rolfsen's notation (see the table in [Rol76℄ and also,14



for example, [Kaw96℄, [Weis99℄) for links with at most 9 rossings and knots with10 rossings, or, otherwise, in Dowker-Thistlewhaite's numbering (see [T℄). We usenotation A! B if graph A an be obtained from B by deleting one entral iruit;the Figure 9 inludes all suh relations involving the pure irreduible otahedrites.4.1 Generalized otahedritesCall an generalized otahedrite or, more preisely, all an i-hedrite and denote byRi;n any plane 3-onneted n-vertex 4-valent graph, suh that the number pj of its j-gonal faes is zero for any j, di�erent from 3; 4 and 2 (i.e. now 2-gons are permitted),and suh that p2 = 8� i. So, an i-hedrite has p4 = n+ 2� i 4-gons and p2 + p3 = iother faes. Clearly, (i; p2; p3) = (8; 0; 8) (otahedrites) and (i; p2; p3) = (7; 1; 6),(6; 2; 4), (5; 3; 2), (4; 4; 0) are all possibilities.The i-hedrites with at most 11 verties are redued projetions of following alter-nating links (we write 112? for two undeided 6-hedrites and � nab if the projetion,given in the table in [Rol76℄, i.e. for n � 9 rossings and (n; a) = (10; 1), or,otherwise, in Dowker-Thistlewhaite's list, was di�erent plane graph) {for i = 4: 221, 421, 622, � 824, 834, 841, � 102120, 102121;for i = 5: 31, 52, 623, 631, � 75, 725, 731, � 815, � 918, 938, 10285, 103155, 104173, � 11124,� 11236, 112226, 113500, 114547;for i = 6: 41, 521, 63, � 623, � 77, � 812, 817, � 828, 8214, 836, � 931, 933, 9238, 9311, 9312,� 1045, � 1088, 10115, 10120, 10243, 10286, � 10287, 103136, � 103136, 11297, 11332, � 11125,112317, 112351, two 112?;for i = 7: 726, 8213, 934, 10121, � 10269, 102111, 11288, 11301, 112150, 113487;and for i = 8: 632, 818, 940, 10256, 104169, 113520.So, amongst all alternating links with at most 11 rossings and exept of twoundeided 6-hedrites (being redued projetions of at most two 2-links) only two, 623and 103136, admit more than one i-hedrite as redued projetion.There are 4; 3; 14; 5; 5 12-vertex i-hedrites with i = 4; 5; 6; 7; 8, respetively;amongst projetions of 1288 alternating knots with 12 rossings, given in [T℄, thereare only three i-hedrites: otahedrites Nos. 12-4, 12-3 for 12868, 121019 and a 6-hedrite for 121102. Remark also that the projetions of alternating links 834 and 841,given in iteR, are 4-hedrites, ontaining an rail-road.See on Figure below all ways of intersetion of 4-, 3- and 2-gons by new entraliruits, i.e. all ways how any otahedrite an be obtained by utting. Using, forexample, this Figure for unique 2-gon of any R7;n, one an see that it always ontainsa self-intersetion. On the other hand, any R4;n never ontains a self-intersetion.
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It turns out that the lass of 4-hedrites admits relatively easy full lassi�ation.First, any of them is pure and has even number of verties. In fat, a self-intersetionof some entral iruit will imply that the 1-gonal path, formed by it, ontains a3-gon, a ontradition.Theorem 5 Let R be any 4-hedrite R4;2m.(i) R is irreduible if and only if it has exatly two entral iruits; there exist pairof integers t1; t2 � 0 and unique irreduible 4-hedrite R0 with 2m0 verties, suh thatR an be obtained from R0 by simultaneous t1- and t2-ination, respetively, alongtwo entral iruits of R0 (so, m = m0(t1 + 1)(t2 + 1)).(ii) The group of symmetry of R is one of �ve groups (see Figure 6.2) D4h, D2d,D2h, D4, D2; it is D2 unless it is:(ii1) D4h, if t1 = t2 and m0 = 1; 2;(ii2) D2d, if t1 6= t2, m0 = 2 or if t1 = t2, m0 is odd and R0 has two isolatedpairs of vertex-interseting 2-gons;(ii3) D2h, if t1 6= t2, m0 = 1 or if t1 = t2, m0 is even and R0 has two isolatedpairs of vertex-interseting 2-gons;(ii4) D4, if m = a2 + b2, for some integers a > b > 0, and R is organized asillustrated on Figure 6.3; in terms of R0, t1 = t2 = gd(a; b)� 1, R0 is of symmetryD4 and m0 = ( agd(a;b))2+( bgd(a;b))2. Above ase (ii1) an also be seen as the sub-aseb = 0; a of the ase (ii4).(iii) R is, up to a t-ination along a entral iruit, de�ned (see example for2m = 14 verties on Figure 5) by the shift by i; i = 0; 1; 2; :::; [m2 ℄ verties betweenthe pair of boundary 2-gons of the horizontal iruit and the remaining pair of 2-gons.Moreover:(iii1) R with shift i = 1 is irreduible and has, for m � 3, two isolated pairs ofvertex-interseting 2-gons (see examples of this series on Figure 6.1);(iii2) All R with shift i; 1 < i < [m2 ℄ have four isolated 2-gons; amongst themare possible isomorphisms (for example, between 3rd and 4th on Figure 5) and notirreduible R (for example, for any shift i; i � 2, and m � 0 (mod 2i) there existsR having i+ 1 entral iruits (all, but the horizontal one, are onentri).(iii3) The symmetry of irreduible R is D2 if and only if interhange of entraliruits hanges the value of shift.The number of irreduible 4-hedrites R4;n=2m is 1 for m = 1; 2; 3; 4; 6 (of sym-metry D4h, D4h, D2d, D2h, D2h and with shift 0; 1; 1; 1; 1, respetively). It is 2 form = 5; 7; 8; 9; 10; 12; is 3 for m = 11; is 4 for m = 13, respetively. Two R4;10 havesymmetry D2d, D4 and shift i = 1; 2, respetively; two R4;14 have symmetry D2d, D2and shift i = 1; 2 (or, interhanging the iruits, 3), respetively. The ases m = 1; 2are depited as 2nd, 3rd on Figure 7; the ases m = 2; 3; 4 and R4;10(D4), R4;14(D2)are given on Figure 6.2; the ases m = 4 and R4;10(D2d) are on Figure 6.1.Remark that, for anym > 1, the result ofm-ination (see Setion 3.1.) of theR4;2(i.e. minimal projetion of 221) along one of its two iruits, is 2-onneted, but not3-onneted plane map with symmetry D2h; it is minimal projetion of a ompositealternating (m+1)-link. Remind also, that the groups above are spae (point) groups16



of symmetry of realizations of graph on the sphere; so, the full automorphism groupof the graph an be larger.�
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 �	����Figure 5: The shifts i = 0; 1; 2; 3 for 4-hedrites R4;14: 3rd and 4th are isomorphi;the number of entral iruits and the symmetry group is 8, 2, 2 and D2h, D2d, D2for 1st, 2nd, 3rd, respetively�� �� �� ��Figure 6.1: The ases n = 8; 10 of the series of irreduible 4-hedrites R4;n with twopairs of interseting 2-gons, i.e. with shift i = 1�
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 �	                 Figure 6.2: Smallest irreduible 4-hedrites R4;2m with p4 > 0 and all possiblegroups of symmetry: (2m;Group)=(4; D4h), (6; D2d), (8; D2h), (10; D4), (14; D2)-�6 ?
-�6 ?            Figure 6.3: The ases (a; b)=(2; 1), (3; 2) and (3; 1), (5; 1), respetively, of theirreduible 4-hedrite R4;2m, m = a2 + b2, with symmetry D4�� ��#"  !�� ������"!# "!# ������ ������"!# "!# "!# �����Æ �011 (01) 221 (22) 421 (42) 631 (43) 836 (4; 62) R16;14 (62; 82)Group: D1hGroup: D4h Group: D4h Group: D3h Group: D2h Group: D2hFigure 7: Projetions of all alternating links, to whih redue the otahedrites ofFigure 8 and whih are not otahedrites17



4.2 Classi�ation of pure irreduible otahedrites
Nr.6-1 (43)Group: Oh Nr.12-1 (64)Group: Oh Nr.12-2 (64)Group: D3h Nr.14-1 (62; 82)Group: D4h

Nr.20-1 (85)Group: D2d Nr.22-1 (83; 102)Group: D2h Nr.30-1 (106)Group: O Nr.32-1(104; 122)Group: D4hFigure 8: All pure irreduible otahedrites

Nr.30-1 Nr.32-1Nr.20-1 Nr.22-1Nr.12-1 Nr.12-2 Nr.14-1Nr.6-1 631 836221 421011� jj zq�
? ?z

R16;14� j z� z+ jz ? z ? 9
Figure 9: All, ordered by utting, links, oming by deletion of entral iruits frompure irreduible otahedritesTheorem 6 Any pure irreduible otahedrite P is one of eight given on Figures 8and 9; all ome by a utting from the otahedron.18



In fat, let, as above, A be a path of P bounded by t ars (paths of edges)belonging to entral iruits (di�erent or oiniding). So, A an be seen as a t-gon.Suppose again that the path A is regular, i.e. the ontinuation of any of boundingars (on the entral iruit to whih it belongs) lies outside of the path. The pathA annot be 1-gon, sine P is pure, i.e. have no verties, in whih a entral iruitself-intersets. So, as result of deletion of a entral iruit from a pure otahedrite,we get an i-otahedrite.Sine our otahedrite P is irreduible, any two entral iruits interset in at leasttwo verties (see Theorem 2). So, the proof is separated in three ases: when themaximal size of pairwise intersetion of entral iruits is two, four or 2t; t � 3. Infat, any two entral iruits form an irreduible pure 4-hedrite R4;2t, whih extendson another pure irreduible Ri;2t, 4 � i � 8. The proof in eah ase onsists oftedious sanning of all possibilities, from given pure irreduible i-otahedrite with r,2 � r � 5, entral iruits, to get, by a utting, a pure irreduible otahedrite. Weuse that new entral iruit an ut, without reating 5- or 6-gons, any 3-gon only bytwo edges and any 4-gon only by two opposite edges; but there are two ways to uta 2-gon: both edges one or one edge twie. Our main tool is the lassi�ation of all4-hedrites, given in previous Setion; using it, we show that 221, 421 (i.e. 2t = 2; 4) areonly possibilities. It is easy to hek then, that 631, 836 and Nr. 6-1 (the otahedron)are only aeptable extensions of 221 and 421 by new simple entral iruit. Largersanning show that otahedrites Nos. 12-1, 12-2, 14-1 and the 6-otahedrite, whihis the 6th on Figure 7 (denote it by R16;14), are only suh graphs with r = 4 entraliruits. In partiular, we show that Nr. 12-2 is the only one irreduible (pure ornot) otahedrite B, suh that 631 ! B (the proof is easy for pure B) and that Nr.14-1 is the only one pure irreduible otahedrite B, suh that 836 ! B.The remainder of the proof is omplete sanning of possibilities for r = 5. Sine(by Theorem 3) irreduible otahedrite has at most six entral iruits, we an stophere.In fat, we proved more than above Theorem: see on Figure 9 all, ordered byutting, links (trivial one 01 and 2; 1; 2; 8 of 4�; 5�; 6�; 8�hedrites, respetively),oming from a pure irreduible otahedrites by deleting some entral iruits. Twolast theorems imply the following Corollary.Corollary 1 Any pure irreduible generalized otahedrite Ri;n is, either R4;n=2m,m � 1, with two entral iruits, or the R5;6 = 631, or one of two 6-hedrites 836, R16;14,or one of eight otahedrites of Figure 8.Remark to Figure 9. (Remind that a simple iruit is alled equatorial if itsinterior is isomorphi to its exterior.)All 3 entral iruits of Nr. 6-1 are equatorial; deleting of eah redues it to 221.All 4 entral iruits of Nr. 12-1 are equatorial; deleting of eah redues it to Nr.6-1.All 6 entral iruits of Nr. 30-1 are equatorial; deleting of eah redues it to Nr.20-1.All 4 entral iruits of Nr. 14-1 are equatorial; deleting of eah 8-iruit reduesit to Nr. 6-1, but deleting of eah 6-iruit redues it to 836.19



All 6 entral iruits of Nr. 32-1 are equatorial; deleting of eah 12-iruit reduesit to Nr. 20-1, but deleting of eah 10-iruit redues it to Nr. 22-1.Amongst 4 entral iruits of Nr. 12-2 only one is equatorial (and redues it to631); others redue it to Nr. 6-1.Amongst 5 entral iruits of Nr. 20-1 only one is equatorial (and redues it toNr. 12-1); others redue it to Nr. 12-2.Amongst 5 entral iruits of Nr. 22-1 only three 8-iruits are equatorial (tworedue it to Nr. 14-1 and one to R16;14); others redue it to Nr. 12-2.Amongst 4 entral iruits of R16;14 only two 6-iruits are equatorial (and reduesit to 836); others (two 8-iruits) redue it to 631.Amongst 3 entral iruits of 836 only one 4-iruit is equatorial (and redues itto 421); others (two 6-iruits) redue it to 221.Amongst 3 entral iruits of 631 no one is equatorial; eah redues it to 221.So, amongst of all redutions of Figure 9, only �ve - 221 ! 631 ! R16;14, Nr:6 !Nr:12� 2! Nr:22� 1 and 221 ! 836 - an not be done by deletion of an equatorialentral iruit. Amongst eight otahedrites of Figure 8, those admitting two non-isomorphi equatorial entral iruits, are Nos:14� 1; 22� 1 and 32� 1, i.e. exatlythose admitting intersetion of entral iruits in four verties.5 Connetion to alternating linksSee, for example, [Kaw96℄ and [Rol76℄ for all notions about knots and links, usedhere. Any 4-valent plane graph an be seen as a regular alternating projetion ofan alternating knot or link in following way. Choose a vertex and an edge inidentto it. Consider that the edge enter in the vertex under the line ontaining twoneighboring edges inident to the vertex. Then follow the entral path alternatingpassing \under" and \up". Easy to see that it is always possible (see, for example,Theorem 8 in [Kot69℄). But an alternating link or knot an have non-isomorphialternating projetions; for example, 623 have an R5;6 and an R6;6 as suh projetions.The �rst �ve otahedrites Nos. 6-1, 8-1, 9-1, 10-1, 10-2 are Conway graphs(see [Kaw96℄, page 138) 6�; 8�; 9�; 10���; 10��, respetively; those are all, exept of10� = APrism5, Conway graphs with at most ten verties. Nos. 6-1 and 8-1,9-1 are projetions of the link 632 (the Borromean rings and of the knots 818, 940.Apropos, all three are isometri subgraphs of a m-dimensional half-hyperube (form = 4; 5; 6, respetively) and o8; o9 are only known suh Gaussian otahedrites.It will be interesting to haraterize, by some link invariants, all alternating linkshaving otahedrites amongst their minimal projetions and, in general, haraterizeall alternating links suh that amongst their minimal projetions, there are 4-valentpolyhedra with only i-gonal faes for 2 � i � q for �xed q � 4.5.1 Borromean otahedritesA Borromean link is any link suh that any two omponents form a trivial link (i.e.suh that eah its omponent an be bounded with non-overlapping spheres, up to20



isotopy); eah omponent an be non-trivial knot. Clearly, a 4-valent polyhedronwith r entral iruits, orresponds to Borromean alternating link if and only if forany two its entral iruits, the distane (on eah of those iruits) between any twoonseutive points of their intersetion, is even. For example, it is easy to hek,using it, that Nr. 6-1 is unique Borromean one on Figure 8. Also amongst the itemsof Table 1, only three are Borromean.If C;C 0 are di�erent entral iruits of a Borromean 4-valent polyhedron, thenthe size of their intersetion is no larger than the half of the size of shortest of them,sine, otherwise, there are two adjaent (and so on the odd distane 1) verties intheir intersetion.A Brunnian link is any link suh that any its proper sub-link is trivial; so anyBrunnian link is Borromean. Easy to see that the otahedrites Nos. 6-1 and 14-1 (orresponding to unique, on the sphere, simple Venn 3- and 4-diagrams) areprojetions of Brunnian links. Moreover, [MaCe01℄ showed that eah simple Venn r-diagram, r � 3, oming by Edwards onstrution (so, inluding above ases r = 3; 4)is Brunnian.Remind that the BPyrt4 is the otahedrite o4t+2 (of symmetry D4h), whih isthe otahedron, t-inated around �xed entral 4-yle. For example, the BPyrt4 or-responds, as projetion, to a (t+2)-omponent alternating link, whih is Borromeanif and only if t is odd. In general, easy to hek that the pure otahedrite, obtainedfrom the otahedron by simultaneous t1-, t2-, t3-ination respetively around all itsthree entral 4-yles, is Borromean if and only if eah of numbers t1; t2; t3 is odd.On the other hand, the otahedrite, obtained from any otahedrite, having a self-interseting entral iruit, by simultaneous t1-,..., tk-ination (with ti > 1 for some1 � i � k) respetively around all its k entral iruits, is not Borromean.We will give below two new series of Borromean links: (2t+1)-link APrism2t�1i(2t+1)for any t; i � 1, and 3-link on(O), n = 6(16t2 + 1) for any t � 0.5.2 Conway graph ((k + 1)�m)�Denote by APrismkm, a sort of \olumn of k m-antiprisms", de�ned by APrism2km =med�BPyrkm=med�Prismkm and APrism2k�1m = med�Pyrkm. (Here Prismkm :=(BPyrkm)� and Pyrkm is m-pyramid, elongated (k � 1) times.) An APrismkm is aConway graph ((k + 1) � m)�. It is an otahedrite if m = 3; 4; in this ase it isirreduible, unless k � 2 (mod 4).An APrismkm has CC-vetor ((2p(tq � 1))t) and all its intersetion vetors are(p(q � 1); 2pqt�1), where t := gd(m; k + 2) and p := mt , q := k+2t (so gd(p,q)=1).Theorem 7 (i) An APrismkm = APrismqt�2pt with t = 1; 2; k + 2 is Borromean ifand only if t = k + 2 and it is odd (i.e. k + 2 is an odd number, dividing m)(ii) The otahedron is unique Borromean otahedrite of form APrismkm.In fat, (i) holds for t = 2, beause in this ase two entral iruits interset inmore than the half of size of eah of them. The ase t = k+2 orrespond to t simpleurves, interseting pair-wisely in 2p verties; moreover, for p = 1 it is a Gr�unbaum's21



arrangement of t simples urves. The verties of intersetion of a entral iruitsC;C 0 are almost equispaed on eah of those iruits. They are equispaed on evendistane t� 1 if t is odd. Otherwise, there is an odd distane amongst them.In order to prove (ii), we should only hek APrismk3 with k � 1 (mod 3) andAPrismk4 with k � 0 (mod 4). In the �rst ase one an see on example of Nr. 15-1,that any two entral iruits have, in the enter of the piture, two neighboring (onone of them) verties of intersetion on the odd distane three. For the seond ase,on an see on example of Nr. 12-1, that any two opposite entral iruits have, inthe enter of the piture, two neighboring (on one of them) verties of intersetionon the same odd distane three.The ase k = 1 of (i) above implies that APrismm is Borromean if and only ifm � 0 (mod 3); those orrespond to Tait (1876) series of Borromean 3-links. Thease m = k + 2 orrespond to an arrangement of m = k + 2 simple urves. TheAPrism35 orresponds to Borromean 5-link, referred as \Penrose Mandala" inhttp : ==jubal:westnet:om=hyperdisordia=mandala:htm.Remark also that ubotahedron APrism24 is not Borromean, but deleting any�xed one of its entral iruits gives Borromean otahedron APrism3. Perhaps,APrismkp(k+2) with odd k are only Borromean APrismkm. For example, APrism49 isnot Borromean. It has 3 entral iruits of length 30, eah having 3 self-intersetionsand interseting eah other in 12 verties. The distanes of onseutive verties ofintersetion of iruits C;C 0 on C are 2, 3 , 2 , 3 , 2 , 3 , 2, 3, 2, 3, 2, 3.The link orresponding to any APrismkp(k+2) with odd k has, moreover, theproperty that any its sub-link with odd number of omponents is Borromean. Weheked the smallest ase: any 3-omponent sub-link of APrism35 is Borromean(there are two types up to symmetry), but no one of its 4-omponent sub-links isBorromean (there is only one type up to symmetry).
Nr.8-1 (16)Group: D4d Nr.9-1 (18)Group: D3h Nr.10-1 (42; 62)Group: D4h Nr.10-2 (6; 14)Group: D2
Nr.12-3 (24)Group: D3d Nr.12-4 (24)Group: D2 Nr.12-5 (6; 18)Group: C2 Nr.13-2 (26)Group: C222



Nr.14-2 (43; 82)Group: D4h Nr.14-3 (14; 14)Group: D2d Nr.14-4 (28)Group: C2 Nr.14-5 (6; 22)Group: D2
Nr.14-6 (6; 22)Group: Cs Nr.14-7 (8; 102)Group: D2 Nr.14-8 (62; 16)Group: C2 Nr.15-1 (103)Group: D3h
Nr.15-2 (30)Group: C2 Nr.15-3 (6; 24)Group: Cs Nr.15-4 (6; 24)Group: Cs Nr.15-5 (8; 22)Group: C2
Nr.16-2 (8; 24)Group: D4d Nr.16-3 (64; 8)Group: D4h Nr.16-4 (32)Group: D4d Nr.16-5 (32)Group: D2
Nr.16-6 (32)Group: C2 Nr.16-7 (32)Group: C2 Nr.16-8 (32)Group: Cs Nr.16-9 (32)Group: C2
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Nr.16-10 (6; 26)Group: Cs Nr.16-11(62; 20)Group: D2 Nr.16-12(6; 8; 18)Group: C1
Nr.17-1(62; 8; 14)Group: Cs Nr.17-2 (8; 26)Group: C2 Nr.17-3 (8; 26)Group: Cs Nr.17-4 (8; 26)Group: C2

Nr.17-5 (10; 24)Group: C2v Nr.17-6 (14; 20)Group: C2 Nr.17-7 (16; 18)Group: C1 Nr.17-8 (34)Group: C2v
Nr.18-2 (62; 83)Group: D3h Nr.18-3 (62; 83)Group: D3d Nr.18-4 (62; 83)Group: C2v Nr.18-5 (36)Group: D3
Nr.18-6 (10; 26)Group: D2 Nr.18-7 (10; 26)Group: C2v Nr.18-8 (18; 18)Group: D4 Nr.18-9 (18; 18)Group: C224



Nr.20-2 (20; 20)Group: D4h Nr.20-3 (20; 20)Group: C1 Nr.21-1 (42)Group: C2v Nr.22-2 (84; 12)Group: D2dFigure 10: Small otahedrites6 Otahedrites with symmetry Oh or OThe notion of t-ination, onsidered in Setion 3, permits to lassify otahedrites ofthe highest possible symmetry Oh.Theorem 8 Any otahedrite on with symmetry Oh an be obtained from the ota-hedron or ubotahedron by t-ination (i.e. replaing eah entral iruit by t � 1parallel rail-roads). Then n = 6t2; 12t2 and CC-vetor is (4t3t); (6t4t), respetively.The otahedrite on(Oh) is Borromean if and only if n = 6t2, t is odd (i.e. if 4 notdivides n).More general, similar haraterization holds for the otahedrites with symmetryOh or O. In fat, any suh otahedrite has 6(a2 + b2) verties for some integers a; bwith 0 � b � a; the ase of symmetry Oh orresponds to b = 0 or b = a. Anyon(O) also an be obtained by t-ination from irreduible one (with symmetry O),i.e. one having gd(a,b)=1. See on Figure 11 an example with (a; b) = (3; 2), i.e.an o78(O). The pair (a; b) is de�ned by the shortest path on the square lattie (oflength a + b) between neighboring verties of the ube.����
���� �� ���� ��

Figure 11: Fragments of dual on(O) and of on(O) for n = 6(a2 + b2) with(a; b) = (3; 2). The piture on the left-hand side an be ompleted to the dualo78(O), using 4-, 3- and 2-axes of symmetry indiated there25



The group Oh on the ube has four 3-axes through (pairs of opposite) verties,three 4-axes through (pairs of opposite) enters of faes and six 2-axes through (pairsof opposite) enters of edges. So, on an otahedrite on(O) four 3-axes go through(pairs of opposite) enters of triangles and the net of squares is turned, with respetof the net of squares of the ube, by angle artang ab . (For example, this angle is0 for the otahedron and �4 for the ubotahedron.) The group O of order 24 atsregularly on 24 edges of 8 triangles. Beause of the ation of 3-axes, any of eighttriangles is either 1-olored, or 3-olored, i.e. all its three sides belong to the sameor to three di�erent entral iruits. By a symmetry argument one an hek thatall triangles are 3-olored if r = 3; 6 and 1-olored if r = 1; 2; for r = 4 all trianglesare either 3-olored, or any two opposite ones are 1-olored by the same olor. Bya tedious sanning of sub-ases we exluded all possibilities of 1-olored triangles inan on(O).Sine our on(O) is irreduible, any or r its entral iruit ontains an edge oftriangle. So, the group O is transitive on entral iruits, i.e. an irreduible on(O)is not only equilinked: its entral iruits are ongruent. (Remark that the groupO is transitive on pairs of entral iruits for r = 3, but not for the ases, all withr = 6, (a; b) = (6; 1); (5; 4); (9; 2); (10; 1); (8; 7) of Table 1. So, pairwise intersetionof two entral iruits have same size, if r = 3; we expet it also for r = 4.) Remindthat xi denotes the number of entral iruits, whih ontains i edges of triangles;an edge of two adjaent triangles is ounted twie. So, for an irreduible on(O),having r entral iruits, r = xi for some 2 � i � 24 and ir = 24, whih exluder = 5. In two theorems below, using the symmetry approah outlined above, weshow that r = 3; 4 or 6 only and, for the ase b = 1, indiate when eah value of rours.Theorem 9 Given an irreduible otahedral otahedrite P = on(O), n = 6(a2+b2)with r entral iruits. Let, for eah of them, l denotes the length 2nr and i0 denotesthe number of verties of self-intersetion. Then we have:either (i) CC-vetor is (l4) with l � 2(mod 4), i0 � 0(mod 3) and both a; b areodd;or (ii) CC-vetor is (l3) with l � 0(mod 4), i0 � 0(mod 2);or (iii) CC-vetor is (l6) with i0 � 0(mod 2).First, suppose that r = 2. Beause of the ation of four 3-axes, any of eight tri-angles is 1-olored and exatly four triangles (orresponding, in fat, to four vertiesof one of two tetrahedra in ube) have all sides from eah of two entral iruits.Eah of those two iruits is inident, from both its sides, to a triangle, beause ourotahedrite P is irreduible, i.e. has no rail-roads. Let us add, on small enoughsame distane, rail-roads on both sides of eah entral iruit. Eah of four newentral iruits is inident (on one side) to a triangle; so, the group O is transitiveon four new entral iruits. Delete now two original entral iruits; we get newotahedrite P 0 with same symmetry O. Moreover, O is transitive on four entraliruits of P 0 and its subgroup T is the group of symmetry of eah of two rail-roads.Eah rail-road is inident to its four triangles, whih had same olor in P . In P 026



eah of four triangles, inident to �xed rail-road, are again 1-olored, but two byone and two by the seond olor (i.e. entral iruit). But now no 3-axes an at onfour triangles of �xed rail-road, sine T has no normal subgroup of index two. Thisontradition proves that r 6= 2.If r = 3, then l = 4(a2+b2) and so, divisible by 4. If r = 4, then both a; b are odd(they annot be both even sine gd(a; b) = 1) and l = 3(a2+b2) = 3(a+b)2�2ab) �2(mod 4), beause (a+b)2 � 0(mod 4) and 2ab � 2(mod 4). We onjeture that r = 4if and only if both a; b are odd. We know that r = 6 for all (a; b) = (4t + 2; 1) andexpet r = 6 for (a; b) = (8t+1; 2); (8t�1; 2); (8t+3; 4); (8t�3; 4) and (3t+2,3t+1),where t � 1 is any integer.On eah entral iruit C ats group D 12r . So, the size of orbit of any vertexof self-intersetion of C under this group is 24r , if the vertex is in general positionwith respet of D 12r . Otherwise, it is 4 or 2 for r = 3, 3 or 2 for r = 4 and 2 forr = 6. The existene of orbit of size 2 in the ase r = 4 will imply that the vertexof self-intersetion lies on a 3-axe. The group D3, but not D4 and D2, ontains3-axes, but in any otahedrite, admitting a 3-axe, this 3-axe goes through entersof triangles and so not through a vertex. So, i0 � 0(mod 3), if r = 4, and i0 is evenif r = 3 or 6. (In all known examples we have, moreover, i0 � 0(mod 4) if r = 6 andi0 � 0(mod 8) if r = 3.Theorem 10 Given an irreduible otahedral otahedrite on(O), n = 6(a2 + b2)with b = 1. Then we have:(i) in the ase a � 0(mod 4), our on(O) is Borromean, its CC-vetor is ((4a2 +4)3) and eah intersetion vetor is (a22 ; (3a22 + 2)2)=( l�48 ; (3l+48 )2);(ii) in the ase a � 2(mod 4), our on(O) has CC-vetor ((2a2 + 2)6) and eahentral iruit has i0 = a2�48 self-intersetion verties;(iii) in the ase a � 1; 3(mod 4), our on(O) has CC-vetor ((3a2+3)4) and eahentral iruit has i0 = 3(a2�1)8 self-intersetion verties.In terms of the number r of entral iruits and the length l of eah of them,let us denote ar;l := l�2(r�1)8 if r = 3; 4 and ar;l := l�2(r�1)16 = l�1016 if r = 6. AboveTheorem gives that i0 = ar;l for any on(O) with n = 6(a2 + b2), if b = 1. For allknown on(O) with n = 6(a2 + b2), gd(a,b)=1 and b > 1, we have:(i) i0 � a3;l = l�48 if r = 3, with equality if b = 1, a � 0(mod 4), and(ii) i0 � a4;l = l�68 if r = 4 with equality if b = 1.It is well-known that a natural number k = Qi p�ii admits a representationk = a2+b2 if and only if any �i is even, whenever pi � 3(mod 4). Suh representationis not unique, in general; for example, 25 = 52+02 = 42+32, and (the �rst ase withgd(a; b) = gd(a1; b1) = 1) 65 = 82+12 = 72+42. It an be dedued from Theorem6 on page 136 of [Gon85℄, that the number of pairs (a; b), suh that n = a2 + b2and a � b � 0, is bx�y+12 , where x and y are the number of distint divisors of nof the form 4k + 1 and 4k + 3, respetively. For prime n � 3, it is just Fermat'stwo-squares theorem; in fat, the primes of the form a2 + b2 are the primes thatfator in Gaussian integers. 27



The onstrution of all on(O), n = 6(a2 + b2), an be translated in terms ofmultipliation in the ring of Gaussian integers; so, in priniple, their CC-vetors anbe expressed in those terms.In Table 1 we omputed, for all irreduible (i.e. with gd(a,b)=1) on(O) withn = 6(a2 + b2) < 750, their CC-vetors and intersetion vetors. The deletion ofall but one entral iruit in eah otahedrite of Table 1 redues it to projetionof an alternating knot (the trivial knot 01, the trefoil 31, the knot 41, a Gaussianotahedrite). We speify it, together with its highest symmetry, in the last olumnof this Table for n6 � 65. Two largest suh otahedrites are given on Figure 12; onthe other hand, for (a; b) = (9; 2) suh projetion is Nr.12-4(D2).
Figure 12: Gaussian otahedrites Nos. 32-2(D4) and 40-1(D4) from Table 1
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Table 1: All irreduible on with symmetry Oh or O(so, n = 6(a2 + b2) and, for n 6= 6, gd(a,b)=1) with n < 750n6 = a2 + b2 a,b CC-vetor int. vetor Borromean? redues to1 1,0 (43) (0; 22) yes proj. of 012 1,1 (64) (0; 23) no proj. of 015 2,1 (106) (0; 25) no proj. of 0110 3,1 (304) (3; 83) no proj. of 3113 3,2 (523) (8; 182) no Nr. 8(D4d)17 4,1 (683) (8; 262) yes Nr. 8(D4d)25 4,3 (1003) (16; 342) no Nr. 16-4(D4d)26 5,1 (784) (9; 203) no Nr. 9(D3d)29 5,2 (1163) (16; 422) no Nr. 16-4(D4d)34 5,3 (1024) (9; 283) no Nr. 9(D3d)37 6,1 (746) (4; 144; 10) no proj. of 4141 5,4 (826) (4; 18; 144) no proj. of 4150 7,1 (1504) (18; 383) no Nr. 18-5(D3)53 7,2 (1066) (8; 185) no Nr. 8(D4d)58 7,3 (1744) (18; 463) no Nr. 18-5(D3)61 6,5 (2443) (40; 822) no Nr. 40-1(D4)65 7,4 (2603) (40; 902) no Nr. 40-1(D4)65 8,1 (2603) (32; 982) yes Nr. 32-2(D4)73 8,3 (2923) (48; 982) no74 7,5 (2224) (24; 583) no82 9,1 (2464) (30; 623) no85 7,6 (3403) (56; 1142) no85 9,2 (1706) (12; 304; 26) no89 8,5 (3563) (56; 1222) no97 9,4 (3883) (56; 1382) no101 10,1 (2026) (12; 384; 26) no106 9,5 (3184) (30; 863) no109 10,3 (4363) (72; 1462) no113 8,7 (2266) (12; 50; 384) no122 11,1 (3664) (45; 923) no
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